The Beautiful Dawn Of Love
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A ros-y gleam of dawn appears across the golden sea,
The colors of the rainbow shine a-thwart the eastern sky,
Waves of blue and silver bring a theme of love to me,
For glory of the morning tells the fading stars good-bye,
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dawn of love is waking in my lonely heart for you.
flow-ers bid us greeting to our love, and to the dawn.

REFRAIN
Valse Lento

For the gold of the dawn at sunrise,
Brings the light in your golden hair,
And the blue summer skies try to rival your eyes,
But the blue of the sky can't compare, lady, fair. On your lips there's the red of
roses, In your voice there's the note of a dove, And I

feel you're the real, and my long lost ideal, In the beautiful dawn of

love. The beautiful dawn of love. D.C. 1st verse ending

8th verse ending

love. D.C. The B.D. Of Love 8